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New Look. New Features.
John Bean Wheel Aligners
Conway, AR – August 26, 2019 – The John Bean® family of wheel aligners has a new look. In
addition to a new sharp appearance, John Bean wheel aligners continue to provide the
productivity-enhancing features and innovative technology that set them apart in the marketplace.
John Bean wheel aligners, including the V3300, V2380 and V2280, provide shops with outstanding
performance at an exceptional value, each offering distinct advantages for shops seeking to
increase their wheel alignment business.
The John Bean V3300 is the fast and flexible way to rev up alignment revenue. Designed from the
ground up to provide the fastest possible, error-free alignments, the V3300 features a nextgeneration user interface and provides intelligent predictive alignment flow for high-volume
customers. In addition, video speed cameras constantly monitor the alignment and provide critical
information to get the job done right the first time.
The John Bean V2380 is designed for volume workshops that need an independent beam and
cabinet for mobility and more installation flexibility. It provides superior performance and does not
require extensive training or experience to operate. With the latest XD target and camera system,
the V2380 features advanced technology, combined with the simplest, most intuitive software ever
offered, providing the essential tools for any alignment tech.
The John Bean V2280 offers shops complete performance at an affordable price. Easy to use, fast
to setup and flexible installation, the V2280 supplies core alignment readings to service technicians
quickly and efficiently.
New productivity enhancing features for these aligners include online connectivity that when
connected to the internet, the aligners can quickly access vehicle specifications and OEM repair
procedures for ADAS repairs as well as provide fast and easy software and vehicle specification
updates. In addition, the new online report management feature allows shop aligner reports to be
printed, emailed or texted from anywhere, improving shop efficiency and customer service.
“In addition to sporting a new look, these redesigned aligners provide the innovative technology
and ease of use that that our customers have come to expect from John Bean,” said Adam Brown,
director of product management for John Bean. “For shops looking to move their alignment
business in a new positive direction, these three aligners offer the superior productivity, timesaving efficiency and added flexibility required to improve the bottom line”
Customers can find out more about the new look John Bean V3300, V2380 and V2280 Wheel
Alignment Systems and other automotive wheel service and collision repair products by calling
877-482-4866 or visiting www.JohnBean.com.
About John Bean
John Bean is a world leading source for automotive undercar service equipment solutions and is
one of the many brands that Snap-on offers repair shop owners and managers. Snap-on
Incorporated is a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, equipment,
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diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical
tasks. Products are sold through the company's franchisee, company-direct, distributor and
Internet channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on Incorporated is a $3.7 billion, S&P 500 company
headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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